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Before we begin, let’s go over some foundational issues in order to understand why Service 
Menus are the best way to have happier customers and a more profitable shop.

 

1. Preventative Maintenance vs. Break & Fix:

FACT: Break & Fix trains customers to fix their boat only when it is broken

Problems with Break & Fix

 • You only see customers when they are unhappy because their boat is broken

 • These shops typically make less money 

 • More Grief, less Gravy!  

 • The 80/20 Rule is 80% Gravy, no more than 20% Grief Work

 • Break & Fix is the opposite: up to 80% Grief & 20% Gravy!

 • Typically charge by the hour. Very few Flat Rates

 • Typically lower productivity because of hourly billings…more about this later 

 • Boats have lower trade-in values if maintained below industry standards

 • Cheaper in the short run; more expensive in the long run

 • Guaranteed to ruin at least one weekend and most likely two or three due to waiting on parts 

      and/or service to get to it in season.

 • Ruins the “Fun Factor”

Preventive Maintenance (PM) – Trains customers to take proactive care of their boat.  
Do preventive maintenance on a regular basis, before there is a problem.

Benefits of Preventive Maintenance

 • Get to see customers when they are happy 

 • These shops typically make more money…a lot more 

 • More Gravy, less Grief 

 • Typically employ more Menu Jobs and Flat Rate billing

 • Typically have higher productivity because of the Flat Rate billing 

 • Increases Billable Labor revenue 

 • Boats have higher trade-in values if maintained at or above industry standards 

 • Least expensive in the long run  – greatly reduces chance of expensive repairs

 • Theoretically will never have a ruined weekend because parts are changed out BEFORE they break, but only 

      after reasonable use 

 • Enhances the “Fun Factor” and provides the most peace of mind 

Preventive Maintenance and a Menu Selling Culture go very nicely together.

Introduction



2. Flat Rate Billing vs. Hourly Billing

Hourly Billing – Not recommended 

 • No one in the shop knows for sure how long a repair should take.  End up over or under charging. 

 • What if the tech takes too long?

 • What if the tech does it in half the time of another tech?

Flat Rate Billing

 • Everyone knows how long a job should take. No second guessing.

 • Tech does it faster, still gets paid the allotted time.

 • If “new tech” takes longer, customer still only pays the quoted flat rate amount.

 • Flat Rated rigging significantly reduces conflict between Sales and Service. 

 • Estimates are much easier to prepare and quote. 

 • Enables Billed Labor to increase without raising the labor rate by increasing the Flat Rate time for each job.

 • Flat Rates are the ONLY fair way to charge for service work. Everyone wins with Flat Rate Billing 

 • The Customer knows the cost ahead of time 

 • The technician gets paid more if they do the work in less time 

 • The dealer makes more money too when tech is more efficient 

Getting started with Flat Rates

 • Create your own

 • List all service & rigging jobs

 • Assign hours to complete each one

 • Be generous with the hours…it takes longer than you think

 • Be prepared – it will take you days to create your own

 • Use the Manufacturer Recommended Service Schedules at different hourly & seasonal intervals.  

 • Buy a stock manual

 • Customize it to your dealership

 • Spader has a great one

 • Use the manufacturer’s warranty times & multiply by 1.5 – 2.0 



3. Menus are Just Packages of Flat Rates

Most common Menu Jobs 

 • Basic Winterization 

 • Upgraded Winterization

 • Change oil

 • Water pump impeller

 • Service Outdrive, etc.

 • Winter Storage/Shrink Wrap

 • 50 / 100 / 150 hour Service Packages

Less common (but valuable) Menu Jobs

 • 400 or 500 hour service 

 • Change all belts and hoses.  

 • Premium detailing packages

 • Charge by the foot

 • “Platinum Preventative Maintenance” program

 • Upgraded winterization / Spring Splash

 • Winter storage - Heated

 • Detailing/buff & wax

 • Minor fiberglass repairs, etc.

 • “The Whole Enchilada”  

Menus – Other Items

 • Some shops quote a total “all inclusive price” 

 • Include taxes, shop supplies, etc 

 • Strive to charge less than you quote

 • Quote about 10% higher than expected

 • Strive to come in under that number

 • Builds customer loyalty 

 • Winterization check-off menus can be mailed to customers 

 • Display Menus on a monitor or TV screen behind the service counter 

 • See if your computer system will track and recommend periodic maintenance.

 • Customers love this



Creating a Service Menu for Your Dealership

STEP ONE: Take an inventory of your products & services
The first step to building a service menu is to take stock of the products and services your service department offers. This is a great 
opportunity to start a conversation with your team about what products and services your team SHOULD offer. Ask yourself questions 
like:

- What products and services we offer are in highest demand? In least demand? For those products and services that are in highest 
demand, is your business set up to accommodate that demand quickly and easily? For those products in least demand, does it make sense 
to continue to offer them? If so, could your business benefit from better marketing of those offerings?

- What products and services that we offer contribute most to our service department’s bottom line? What products and services 
contribute least or perhaps do not contribute at all?  (Remember the 80/20 Rule we discussed earlier.) For those that contribute most, 
is there an opportunity to grow these areas through better marketing, training or facility redesign? For those that contribute least or 
represent a loss for your dealership, does it make sense to eliminate them. If not, can you increase their contribution to the bottom line 
through a more efficient process, less waste or better employee training? 

Example: Instead of rebuilding engines or outdrives in your own shop, it may make more sense to buy short blocks or rebuilt outdrives that 
have a remanufactured warranty.

- What products and services do customers ask for that we do not currently offer? Does it make sense to add those products or services?

- What products and services do our competitors offer that we do not currently offer? Are we missing an opportunity by not offering 
them?

BEST PRACTICE: If your dealership does not currently offer winter storage, it can be a relatively inexpensive addition that can have a 
tremendous impact to the bottom line. By leasing space in area warehouses to store customers’ boats, dealerships can typically add a new 
profit center quickly and easily. But the real bonus comes in the opportunity to upsell these storage customers on items like preventative 
or annual maintenance, detailing, and new parts & accessories. That’s where a service menu can make a real difference for your dealership.

This is an ideal opportunity to review your labor rates. Ask yourself questions like: Do you offer flat rates? If not, is it time to start? How do 
your prices compare with your competitors’ prices? Typically, your effective labor rate for your shop should be six times the average rate of 
pay for your income producers in your shop. For example: if your average rate of pay is $20.00/hour, then the effective retail rate should be 
$120.00/hour.

FYI – The average rate in my six 20 Groups is $110 to $120/hour.

RESOURCES: Ready to transition to flat rates? Our sample Service Menu Checklist starts on the next page. It is only meant to be an 
example of a flat rate manual, not an exhaustive one.

BEST PRACTICE: Many dealers incorrectly assume that they will lose customers and decrease their service department’s bottom line if 
they are not priced at or below the average rate for their region. In actuality, most dealers who price their services at 10% to 20% above 
the average rate find they lose very few customers and actually increase their profitability. 

The key is there are approximately five parts, service and accessory items that everyone knows the price of.  Customers grade how 
competitive you are based on these items, so be very competitive on these items and get your prices up on the rest of them.  

Once you have completed this exercise, you have a starting place for bundling the services you offer into a service menu.



STEP TWO: Choose which products & services to bundle

Once you have a list of the products and services you offer with accurate prices for each, you’re ready to begin the process of bundling 
them into packages you can sell to your customers.

Service Menu Checklist – A complete list of all items available for sale during the winter maintenance season. It is not a complete Flat 
Rate of all mechanical items, only the typical services to sell at this time.







Winterization, storage and detailing are three common types of packages dealerships create. 

Typically, when bundling together groups of products and services for each package, dealerships create multiple levels, starting with the 
most basic. 

Below is a sample of a Service Menu that I like for its simplicity. It’s as simple as 1, 2, 3! It was borrowed from our friends at Seattle Boat 
Company in Seattle, Wash.



As you can see, the Service Menu offers four winterization packages. In this case, they used the “star” model to communicate to the 
customer the difference between each level. But you could just as easily use a bronze, silver, gold, platinum concept to communicate the 
different levels. 

The most basic package is called the “one star” level of winterization and the most comprehensive package is called the “four star” level. 
With each level, the number of services provided increases, as does the quoted price. 

Some dealers choose to offer discounts on the higher levels to encourage the sale of these more expensive services. You choose whatever 
you are most comfortable with doing.  

They used that same “star” system to also create storage and detail packages. Then, they positioned each of the three types of packages 
(winterization, storage and detail) as three steps to creating a customized annual service and storage plan. 

All a customer has to do is pick one from each column, and they are done! Except that we have added a “4 and More” page so that more 
offerings could be suggested to increase winter work. With this added page, you can see there are a lot more items for your customers to 



choose from. And there is room for you to add even more items. Some clients are busier during the winter months than during July, and 
this type of worksheet is one of the reasons why.

One factor to consider in building your service menu is the size of the vessel. Obviously, the bigger the boat, the more complex the 
winterization process. Dealers can choose to offer one service menu to all boat owners, in which case you would reserve the more fully 
featured packages for your big boat owners. Or if you offer a wide range of boat types and sizes, you can create different service menus for 
owners of different types and sizes of boats. For example: Inboard wake boats require a lot more services because of the ballast tanks and 
pumps that need to be winterized.

On the other end of the spectrum, some dealers who have competition from the “shade tree” mechanics down the road will offer a basic 
winterize of just draining the block for say $99.00 to compete. Then they will upsell the customer to the more appropriate service when 
they bring their boat in.  

While winterization, storage and detailing are three of the most common types of packages you can create for your service menu, there 
are plenty of other types of packages and/or ways you can bundle and sell your services to increase revenue and profitability. 

HOW TO GET STARTED. Check the types of packages that make sense for your business:

  Winterization
  Storage/Shrink wrap
  Hull Cleaning
  Detailing
  Annual maintenance – should offer several levels (By engine hours of use and/or by engine type)  
       i.e. 50/100/150 up to 300 to 500 hour services
  Indoor &/or Heated Storage
  Replace Battery (every three years)  *Highly recommended*
  Trailer Service – (Service bearings and brakes/lights, etc.)
  Boat Restoration/Upholstery Upgrade
  Premium Stereo Upgrade
  Bluetooth Stereo Upgrade
  New Decals
  Canvas Repair/Replace
  LED Light Kits
  SS Cupholders with LED Lights
  Wakeboard Towers
  ECP Upholstery & Fiberglass Protection
  Others???

Then, use the checklist and sample Service Menu to create each type of package and/or package combinations.  Examples are included in 
the “4 and More” Menu.

Then, take a look “under the hood.” Open up your copy of the “Annual Service & Storage Packages” Service Menu, which is an Excel 
spreadsheet that is designed to make it easy to add services or change those listed.  

Within it, you will see three color coded columns to the left of the Service Menus.  These columns have numbers in them that match a 
corresponding number on the left side of the Service Menu Checklist.  (If you are familiar with Excel, we use “vlookup” formulas to make 
all this work.)

For example: The first number in the first green column is “23” and the number right below it is “24”.  If you will look back on the Service 
Menu Checklist to number 23, you will see that it lists:
 

Notice how these same lines of text and pricing appear in the green column 1 of the “Annual Service & Storage Packages” Service Menu.  
The “Package Price” of $349.80 is copied to the bottom of each category by formula. So, whatever price you plug into the first line of the 
described package, in this case “Basic Freeze Protection” will automatically show up at the bottom of the displayed package.



The second, blue column and third, yellow column supply data to the corresponding blue and yellow columns in the Service Menu columns 
2 and 3.

The procedure is exactly the same for all the “Star” packages.  The individual details pull from the menu list in the same manner.  

4 and More…
This extended Service Menu follows the same procedures described above. The only difference is if you move or add a category title, like 
“WAKEBOAT MAINTENANCE”, you will want to make the letters bold to make them more easily identifiable.

Note: You should receive a copy of this Excel Service Menu Spreadsheet prior to attending this workshop so that you can be familiar with 
how it works during the presentation. It is our hope that you can leave this presentation with at least a first draft of your new “Simple as 
1,2,3” Service Menu.  

BEST PRACTICE: In the fall, many dealerships have found success sending out an annual winterization/storage/detailing/dockage/
maintenance check sheet with incentives if the customer agrees to an annual package. After the customer selects a package for year one, 
the dealership can simply send out a renewal form with options to upgrade. 

Some dealers are offering three-year storage agreements that lock in current rates for the customer. This also locks the customer into 
your dealership.

We have provided one example of a Service Menu in this document and its Excel spreadsheet counterpart.  However, at the end of this 
workbook are three more examples of Menus to show how they can differ.  You should be able to get some other good ideas to tweak your 
own from these.

STEP THREE: Training your team on menu selling
Your service menu is complete and you’re ready to roll it out. Or are you? One of the essential steps to effective use of a service menu is 
training your team on how to use the service menu as an upselling tool. 

One of the most effective training strategies is to schedule role-playing sessions with your team where they try to sell each of the menu 
items and other various levels of services. As they say, practice makes perfect.

STEP FOUR: Create a Service Menu PowerPoint
One of the most effective ways to communicate with customers about your service menu while they are in your dealership is via a Service 
Menu PowerPoint presentation, uploaded to a flat screen television at your service desk and set up to automatically rotate between slides 
that communicate each of your packages and/or special offers.

Once you have created your packages, use the Sample Service Menu PowerPoint we have provided as inspiration to create a PowerPoint 
presentation containing information on those packages.

Congratulations! 
You are now well on your way to rolling out a custom Service Menu in your dealership and taking your service department’s contribution to 
your dealership’s success to the next level.

Got any questions? As you start to roll out this program, please don’t hesitate to contact David Parker of Parker Business Planning or Liz 
Walz of the Marine Retailers Association of the Americas.



ABOUT PARKER BUSINESS PLANNING
David Parker is a highly respected marine industry veteran who has organized and managed numerous marine “20 
Groups”.  He worked for 17 years in his family’s Sea Ray dealership, Parker Boat Company, in Orlando, Fla. Since 1988, 
he has offered his consulting services exclusively to marine dealers throughout the U.S and Canada.  He can be 
reached at: www.ParkerBusinessPlanning.com or by phone: 407-843-8808 

ABOUT THE MARINE RETAILERS ASSOCIATION OF THE AMERICAS
At the Marine Retailers Association of the Americas, we believe that for the marine industry to thrive, the companies 
that interact with the boater in their community must thrive. Those businesses determine the boater’s experience 
and are the leading factor in the industry’s success. The MRAA works to create a strong and healthy boating industry 
by uniting those businesses, providing them with opportunities for improvement and growth, and representing them 
with a powerful voice. For more information, visit www.MRAA.com.












